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What gets us into trouble is 
not what we don’t know.   

It’s what we know for sure 
that just ain’t so. 

- Josh Billings 
(paraphrased) 

c. 1874



A few things we know for sure...

∇2Φ = 4πGρ
F = ma

which basically means

The universe is filled with non-baryonic cold dark matter.

ergo...

V 2 =
GM

R



The Dark Matter tree

Roots of the problem

Hypothesized solutions
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Large Scale Structure
This is a map of the entire sky 

Every point is a galaxy color coded by its redshift

2MASS galaxy survey





What is the Dark Matter?

Baryonic Dark Matter

Hot Dark Matter

Cold Dark Matter

Normal things:  
very faint stars, brown dwarfs
other hard-to-see objects (planets, gas)

neutrinos - got mass, but not enough

Some new fundamental particle
doesn’t interact with light, so quite invisible. 

Two big motivations:
1) total mass outweighs normal mass from BBN
2) needed to grow cosmic structure
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(1) There is more gravitating mass than 
Big Bang Nucleosythesis allows in normal matter
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There isn’t enough time to form the observed
cosmic structures from the smooth initial conditions unless 

there is a component of mass independent of photons.

(2)

t = 3.8 x 105 yr t = 1.4 x 1010 yr

very smooth:  δρ/ρ ~ 10-5 very lumpy:  δρ/ρ ~ 1

δρ/ρ ∝ t2/3

Both (1) and (2) hold only when gravity is normal.



Amongst all 
hypothesized solutions, 
WIMPs* are the odds-

on favorite.

*WIMP 
Weakly 
Interacting 
Massive 
Particle



It’s what we know 
for sure that just 

ain’t so.

WIMPs have been such favorites that we 
have long acted as if we knew for sure 
that this was the correct answer.

What gets us into 
trouble is not what 

we don’t know.



WIMPs are hiding

WIMP detection experiments

original prediction

2008 prediction

Excluded by 2008

Mass of WIMP
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“No competent thinker, with the whole of 
the available evidence before him, can now, 
it is safe to say, maintain any single nebula 
to be a star system of coordinate rank with 
the Milky Way.  A practical certainty has 
been attained that the entire contents, stellar 
and nebular, of the sphere belong to one 
mighty aggregation” [i.e., the Milky Way]

- Agnes Mary Clerke (1890)

Popular History of Astronomy during the Nineteenth Century

We’ve been here before
By the end of the 19th century, people were convinced that the Milky Way was the entirety of 

creation, an island universe embedded in an indefinite void.



Curtis-Shapley Debate
(the “Great Debate” - 1920) CurtisShapley

The Milky Way is 
big; we are not near 

the center

The Milky Way is 
small; we happen to 
be near the center

Other nebulae are 
clouds of gas within 

the Milky Way

The spiral nebulae are 
“island universes” 
comparable to the 

Milky Way

X
X
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Hubble

• Showed that galaxies were distant 
systems, comparable in size to the 
Milky Way
• settled the Great Debate after ten 

years.

1929



A single galaxy might seem a little thing to those who consider 
only the immeasurable vastness of the universe, and not the 
minute precision to which all things therein are shaped.

Paraphrased from the Ainulindalë by J.R.R. Tolkein



Vflat

baryons dark
matter

NGC 6946

Solve Poisson equation numerically to obtain V(r) for observed baryon distribution
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Tully-Fisher Relation

Big galaxies rotate fast

Small galaxies rotate slowly



High Surface Brightness (HSB)

Low Surface Brightness (LSB)

Some galaxies are

Others are



The distribution of luminous 
mass is reflected in the shape 
of the rotation curve.



gobs =
V 2

R
gbar = |@�

@R
|

acceleration from rotation curve acceleration from baryon distribution

independent quantities



All galaxies obey 
the same 

Radial 
Acceleration 

Relation 

153 galaxies

rms = 0.13
s = 0.11

The tail of normal matter 
wags the dark matter dog 

critical acceleration scale 
10�10 m/s/s



We only infer the need for dark matter below a critical acceleration scale



This behavior was 
predicted by a 
theory called 

MOND invented 
by Moti Milgrom 

This theory 
modifies gravity 

instead of invoking 
dark matter.



MOND
MOdified Newtonian Dynamics

introduced by Moti Milgrom in 1983

Modify the force law at an acceleration scale
(not a length scale)

Above a critical acceleration a0 everything is normal.
Below that scale, gravity in, effect becomes stronger.

a0 = 1.2 × 10−10 m s−2

a → gNa0 for a < a0



• The Tully-Fisher Relation  

• Slope = 4 

• Normalization = 1/(a0G) 

• Fundamentally a relation between 
Disk Mass and Vflat 

• No Dependence on Surface 
Brightness 

• Dependence of conventional M/L on 
radius and surface brightness  

• Rotation Curve Shapes  

• Surface Density ~ Surface Brightness  

• Detailed Rotation Curve Fits  

• Stellar Population Mass-to-Light Ratios  

MOND predictions

“Disk Galaxies with low surface brightness 
provide particularly strong tests”

None of the following data existed in 1983.
At that time, LSB galaxies were widely 

thought not to exist.
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Residuals of MOND fits
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Line: stellar population model
(mean expectation)
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A new test:  the dwarf satellites of Andromeda

PAdnAS



Velocity dispersions of M31 dwarfs correctly predicted (a priori in many cases) by MOND.



Velocity dispersions of M31 dwarfs correctly predicted (a priori in many cases) by MOND.



The prediction is completely a priori in And IXX, XX, XXIII, 
XIV, XV, XVI, XVIII, XIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, & XXXIII.



Crater 2



“Too Big To Fail”
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2012) MNRAS, 422, 1203

MOND

The recently discovered, ultra-diffuse Crater 2 
provides another test. 

LCDM anticipates 10 - 17 km/s  
(abundance matching; size-v. disp. rel’n) 

MOND predicts 2.1 +0.9/-0.6 km/s  
(in EFE regime  arXiv:1610.06189) 

Subsequently observed: 2.7 ± 0.3 km/s 
(Caldwell et al. arXiv:1612.06398) 

Consistent with a priori MOND prediction 

Crater 2

LV = 1.6⇥ 105 L�
rh = 1066 pc

Why does MOND get this - or any - prediction right?



Everything happens as if

Except in galaxies, where
everything happens as if

F = mgN =
GMm

r2

V2

r
= gNa0

centripetal acceleration



What? No dark matter!
I find your lack of faith disturbing.

• You don’t know the 
Power of the Dark Side

• Can MOND explain large 
scale structure?

• Can it provide a 
satisfactory cosmology?

• Can it be reconciled with 
General Relativity?



Scientific discourse

Dark Matter does too exist.  Or not.


